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Registration Chaos, Baruch-Style
By Dusan'Stojkovic
Though registering for Fall
classes is no more than an almostforgotten, five-minute telephone
call for most Baruchians, incoming Freshmen, as is custom at the
College, had a more memorable
experience.
On Thursday afternoon, the
last of the new students waited
outside the cafeteria of the 25th
Street building, the makeshift reg- istration area. The students hovered around tables with snacks
and cans of soda, the pitiful expressions on their faces revealing
mild migraines in some utter exasperation in others.
''It's been hectic, very hectic,"
said Elizabeth Bracero, admitting
that the registration process was
not running quite as smoothly as
she had expected. "I need to drop a
course, and I triedto do it over the
phone, butT never got the PIN
number [sic] in the mail, so now I
have to wait here" she explained,

perusing her Bursar's receipt to
decidewhich class she shoulddrop.
Morris Franco summed up his
experience in one word-''Rough.''
''If I hadn't metup with Elizabeth,
I'd be crying in the corner there,"
he asserted. ''1 got my classes now,
but I don't understand' why my
bill's so high," the native
Brooklynite, who had been charged
the out-of-state tuition rate, said.
Another new student, Laura
Croke, stated that she had been
waiting the whole day to register.
"I've been here since 10 o'clock this
morning and didn't get to speak to
anyone until 1:30, when they basically told me to hang out at the
library and come back in two
hours," the Late Admission student remembered, adding that
upon her return, the registration
officer sent her out again, because
it would ''take a while."
"Somebody gave me this registration hot line number, which is
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to revampseeuritywill 'bring-patrol " supporters

of higher education have

dogs to at least two campuses this been ableto beat back: the most serious
semester, to accompany security reductions.
guards during night shifts. .
Many members of the University
Lehman College in the Bronx and community are shocked. by themove to
New York City Technical College in place dogs on campuses, and Black
Manhattan have each requested one members of the Board of Trustees
patrol dog that will accompany secu- went on record to voice their disconrityguards duringthe 11 p.m. to 7 a.m. tent at a June Trustee meeting.
shift,requiringonlyonesecurityguard
'The presence of dogs on campus
on duty.
which have a deep meaning to Blacks
According to Rita Rodin, spokes- andJews connectedwith oppression, I
personfoiChancellorW.AnnReynolds do not approve of,"said Trustee Innis.
office, the cost of this new security
The move towards campus attack
measure will be covered by a Justice .dogs comes under a plan to overhaul
Department grant awarded to the securitywhich began in 1991. Dubbed.
University in May. But according,to the ''Security Initiative," the plan
theJusticeDepartment, thegrant is to phasesoutcontractguardswith CUNY
be used to hire officers only.
personnel ''peace officers".
''We do people, not dogs," said
Peace officers have power to deCharles Miller, spokesperson for the ta.in and arrest individuals and are
Justice Department.
. equippedwithcollapSlblebatons,handCUNY received $8.95 million com- cuffs and pepper spray. All peace
munity Policing grant that will allow officers receive firearm training and
the University to hire an additional are licensed to carry guns, which is at
120 officers. The grant is to cover the the discretion of individual college
salary of the additional officers for presidents.
threeyearswithapromisefromCUNY
In 1995, CUNYfonneda team of
to retain the officers and incur the cost 30 officers, the SAFE (Special Assisin the future. Nowhere does the grant tanee for Events) Team which is on 24
stipulate that CUNYsecurity initiate hour call to handle special events, but
new security practices, such as patrol to date has been used primarily to
dogs, like the administration claims.
squash student protests pertainingto .
CUNY is Currently spending $30 the budget cuts.
million a, year on security, which is
Aimrding to Rita Rodin, spokesfunded by the University's operating person for ChancellorReynold'soffice,
budget, which has been afoeal pointof the SAFE Team has been called upon
,Governor George E. Pataki's budget nine different occasions. Of these in-
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Restored

practically non-existent," Franco
related, adding, "I mean, every
time I dialed the number, I got a
machine, I just couldn't get
through to a human voice."
Asked whether such technology actually makes the process By Deirdre A. Hussey
easier, he responded, "Alexander
The New York State budget
Graham Bell didn't have this in was finally passed in July, 104
mind, I need a real person to tell days late as members struggled to
me what classes 1 can take."
restore money to programs facing
But most continuing students draconian cuts proposed by Goveragreed that the telephone regis- nor George E. Pataki. Members
tration system had greatly facili- supportive of CUNY were able to
tated the once arduous task of beat back-the most severe cuts and
adding and dropping courses. "I avoid a tuition hike which Pataki
had no problem registering, five had originally proposed in his budminutes and I was done," said .get in November.
Frances Mazzucca, a Computer
Pataki had originally planned
Information Systems major and a reduction of $56.7 million in the
Secretary of Baruch's chapter of operating budget of CUNY, which
the Golden Key National Honor allowed the Board of Trustees to
Society. ''But I wasn't able to take declare a state of fiscal exigency.
the courses at the times which are, Fiscal exigency allows for the layoffs oftenured faculty, and requires
continued on page 2
each college president to submit a
retrenchment plan which proposes
~epartynent.a.l cu'ts' that

By Deirdre A. Hussey
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loss of faculty and services.
Baruch was slated to lose $8
-s.W1~~(Qw::~@!!tgtm¥jQl:>f~,,~~Jnil1ion
__~ndJ.9ughl~. 60 f~cl::11tr,._""
UN delegate visit,8Bdfour student." inembers.aoo30supportstafl: The .
protests in the Spring of 1995.
most alarming retrenchment plan
Many student activists have al- was proposed at Queens College
leged theprimaIypurposeofthe SAFE which called for the abolishment
Team is to quell student movements. of the English Department, loss of
According to a letter by Director of 10 faculty members in the History
Security Jose Elique, the Chancellor Department, 3 in Math and 3 in
requested. the SAFE Team be trained Science.
and available for Spring 1995 "since
But $40 million of the $56.7
the University anticipates that there million was restored, as well as
be demonstrations at the campuses complete restoration of TAP (Tuduring that period".
ition Assistance Program) and a
Although Chancellor Reynolds's tuition hike avoided. But many
office has emphatically denied allega- are skeptical of the next year's
tions of security monitoring student budget, because the circumstances
activities off campus, SAFE Team do not seem to be as favorable.
members notes have proven other- This year the budget battle was
WISe.
extremely intense, with many as'The SAFE Team have not moni- sembly members facing reelection.
toredoffcampusactivitiesorengaged
''But who knows what next
inplainc1othesactivities,"saysRodin. year's budget will be like, because
But, notes of security members state it will not be held in an election
that on at least two occasions officers year," says Carl Aylman, Director
were detailed to City Hall to monitor of Student Life.
student activities.
Election year aside, next year
Based on this information the is the last year of Pataki's three
union that represents the faculty' at year economic plan in which he
CUNY, the Professional Staff Con- promised major tax cut residents
gress, passed a resolution in May to of New York.
abolish the SAFE Team.
"Next year will cause consider- "
Reynolds's office has responded: able concern," says Zane Berzins,
"Callingforalx>litionoftheUniversity's spokesperson for Preside-nt
SAFE Team is based' on erroneous Goldstein. "Pataki promised tax
infonnation and misrepresents the cuts will probably come and mem..
purpose and implem~tation of the hers will not he facing reelection.
University security Initiative."
What it means for CUNY, one can
only guess.""
.
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Golden Key Honor Society Wins
National Award, Fifth Year in Row

Dr. Robert Georgia, 51, Loses Giuliani Asked To Join
Battle With Cancer
Society Despite Insults
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By Dusan Stojkovic
On August 26, the Baruch Colv
.....
Q)
lege community lost one of its most
..a
revered members. Dr Robert GeorE
Q)
gia, acting Assistant Dean of Stu0..
Q)
c: dents arid Student Development,
and Associate Professor of Studen t
Personnel Services who died in New
York City after a seven-year battle
against cancer. Dr Georgia was
born on April 22, 1945, and resided
in New York City.
A Vietnam draftee, Dr Georgia

cepting the position of Assistant to
the Dean of Students. During his
tenure, Dr Georgia has also served
as Acting Chair of the Departmen t
of Compensatory Programs and
SEEK Director.
After earning a Bachelor of Arts
degree in Sociology from Rutgers
University in 1969, Dr. Georgia
received a Master's degree in the
same field from the New School for
Social Research in 1973. In 1980,
he earned a Ph.D. in Religious

By Deirdre A. Hussey
President Matthew Goldstein
has asked Mayor RudolphGiuliani
to b~come an honorary member of
the Baruch Chapter of the Golden

last February at a Town Hall Meeting held at the Baruch Auditorium.
Guiliani told students to "work
harder" in facing the onslaught of
budget cuts to financial aid and

Mayor Rudolph Giuliani at Town Meeting last spring, telling CUNY
students to work harder.

Key National Honor Society. following Guiliani's comments last
spring that Ct-~tr students need
to work harder.
According to members of the

Robert T. Georgia. Acting Dean of Students
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tuition hikes and charged students
with lacking a work ethic.
"I think you lt he students] can
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results are not current.
"This is not really a problem,"
maintained Helena McIntosh ofAcademic Services, who coordinates the
compilation of faculty evaluations,
''because the Fall evaluations of one
year are more helpful for students
registeringthe following Fall than for
those registering in the Spring semester."
Another common complaint
among students was that the questions posed on the evaluation fonns
we~ not always applicable to the
courses. Furthermore, the fonns,
which are distributed at the end of
each semester, have not been revised
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part of the nation-wide Best of member of Golden Key in order to
America Program.
participate, giving each and every
With the above, as well as Baruch student the opportunity to
many other active programs on the. be an active member in society.
agenda for Baruch Golden Key
Golden Key originated in 1977
members, one might think that at Georgia State University, ' in
Atlanta, with the primary goals of
recognizing exceptional academic
achievement and promoting student volunteer services. Baruch
College did not begin its chapter
until 1989, however, and has
grown to include more than 189
active members. Many students
view membership in Baruch's
Golden Key chapter with' respect
and honor because membership is
by invitation only. In order for
students to be eligible, students
must have a cumulative Grade
Point Average of 3.25 or higher
and have completed at least 61
credits, 29 ofwhich must be Baruch
College credits.
Members of Golden Key Honor Society at International Convention
The induction of Baruch's newchapter's auspices, Baruch stu- their plates are full. But Baruch est Golden Key members will take
dents helped feed homeless New students are always looking for place at a special ceremony that
Yorkers at a local soup kitchen as ways to add to their pro-active will be held on dctober 18 at the
well as gave blood and assisted stance. Just last year, two brand college's 23rd Street building. As
needy residents in preparing tax new social service programs were part of the festivities, four honorforms. In addition, they acted as introduced: Adopt - A- Shelter pro- ary members from the collegiate
auxiliary teachers atP .S. 2 in China gram, where students tutor home- and surrounding communities will
Town as part ofthe Adopt-A-School less clients of the 77th Street Coa- be honored. Baruch College Presiprogram. . Participants in the lition for Shelter, and the Feeding dent Matthew Goldstein has ofproject aided students with their the Elderly program, in which stu- fered an honorary membership to
studies and helped organize after dents bring lunch and company to New York City Mayor Rudolph
school activities. Baruch students homebound senior citizens. The Giuliani, who has not yet realso spoke against narcotic abuse best part of all ofthese programs is . sponded.
at an inner-city public school as that students do not need to be a

The Department of Fine &
Perfroming Arts

;
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adding, "I hope this year's officers
will be able to continue this legacy."
Throughout the past school
year, Golden Key at Baruch has
continued its numerous community service activities. Under the
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By Dusan Stojkovic and
Michele Gross
For the fifth year running,
Baruch's chapter ofthe Golden Key
National Honor Society has garnered the prestigious Key Chapter
Award.
Baruch was one ofonly 21 chapters to receive the Award on August 9, at "Desert Discovery: A
Cultural Oasis," Golden Key's annual international convention in
Scottsdale, Arizona. All 245 of the
Society's local chapters competed
for the Award, and the winners
were chosen based on the following
criteria: exemplary leadership,
meeting management, communication, publicity and chapter activities.
Renata Colon, Chapter President during the past academicyear,
maintains, ''Winning this Award
was very important for us. It was
an affirmation that our approach
to volunteering and unifying the
College community worked."
Golden Key was an active agent in
the battles against the newly implemented schedulinggrid and threatened budget cuts. "At Golden Key,
we strive to help students fight for
their rights under a united front,.
rather than as members ofclubs a,
b or c," the Economics major adds.
"I am very proud and happy of
last year's achievement," says
Karen Holder, incoming President
of Baruch's Golden Key chapter,

Announces
AUDITIONS
for

LUCKY STIFF
a Musical Comedy

. . :"

is not necessarily an easy grader, nor
often absent. Students can frnd the
evaluations on the Student Development Web site, at http://
www.scsu.sitea.baruch.cuny.eduJscsuJ
media/evaluationsievalhome,or may
examine them in the Dean ofStudents
Office, Room 1702, 360 Park Avenue
South. For next semester, the evaluations Spring 1996 semester will be
available.

.2 RAE.'s office is at 57th ~ & Madison Avenue, in the heart of
midtown New York City shopping,

Needed:Singers, Actors, Dancers, Crew

and the number one reason to join Richard A. Eisner & Company, LLP is...

1 You won't have to move back home with your parents!
If you are interested in learning more about us.
• Call your Career Planning and Placement Office
.
• Call Nancy Greenfader, Director of Recruiting at 212-891-4041
.
• Check our web site: www.rae.com
LOOK FOR US ON CAMPUS

No Experience Necessary
Dates: Wed. Sept. 27, 5-8 pm
Thurs. Sept. 28, 5-8 pm
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Dr. Ronald Aaron, .Associate Dean of Studeilts;ron aaron@scsu.sitea.baruch.cuny.edu
Dr. Carl Aylman, Director of Student Life:carl_aylman@scsU.sitea.barucb~cuny.edu
Debbie Bick,Associate Director of Student Life: debbie bick@scsu..sitea.barucb.cuny.edu
Day Session Student GoV'erDm~tl3ursar:dss&..bursm@scsu.sitea.baruch.cuny.edu
Day ·SessionSiudentGoveriuD.ent·Council: dss&..council@SCSu.sitea~baruch.cuny.edu
Day Session Student Government President: dssLJ>resident@scsu.sitea.baruch.cuny.edu
Day Session Student Government Vice President:· dSsLVice..president@SCsu.sit:ea-baruch.cun:y.edu
ProfeSsor Lucy Gan)ett, ·BemardM.·.Barueb'CollegeAssociation,. Ine.: ·luCY.JUUett@scsu.sitea.baruch.cuny.edu
Lisa .Gold8teih, DireCtOr'Of'Fresbman:OiieDt&tion::1i88.~u.sitea~b8rUch~eunY.edu
. Mr-.Ira Hersch,· Bdttor-In-ebtef, The'Ticker: Ticker_EIC@scs~~8i~ea~baruch.cuny.edu .
.
Dr.. Samuel Johnson, Vice PreSidenifor StUdent:DeveloPmeirtlDeaJfOTStUdents:··samjohnson@sesu.sitea.baruch.cuny.edu
Dr. Carl Kirschner, Assistant Dean ofStud_ts: carl.....k ir8cbner@8c8U.sitea.baruch.cuny.edu
Sharon Lai, Assistant DirectQr,OfTlCe of StudentLile:sharon_la.i@sCsu.sitea.baruch.cuny.ec;lu
Luz Rodriguez, Office of Student Life: luZ_rod:rigU~..sltea.baiUcli.cuny.edu
.'
Marcy Roe, Office of Student Life: marcy_roe@sCsu·;;sitea~baru.eh..CUDy.edu .
Jeanette Shuck, Office.ofStudent Life:.jeane~;;;;.sh;U~~itea~ch.C\lIly.edu'.,.
,
Dr. Mark Spergel, Director of Evening and Graduate Strident Services: mark_sperge1@scsu.sitea.baruch.cuny.edu
Susan White, Office of Student Life: susSn_white@tscsu.sitea.baruch.euny.edu
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Day Session Student Govermnent(see abo~Wld.er,:paySes8ion~tl1d~tGovernment)
Evening Session Student Association: essa@scsu.sitea.batuch:euny.edu .
Graduate Student Assembly: gs8@Sesu.sitea.baruch.ciiny.edu
.
Hillel Foundation ofNew York: hillel foundation@scsu.sitea~barueh.euny.edu
Newman. Catholic Center: newman_eenter@scsu~sitea.baluch.cuny.edu
Student Computer Services Unit: scsu@SCSu.sitea.baruch.euny.edu
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The Graduate Voice: 'the~uate_voi~.sitea.barucb.cuny.edu _ _- - - \ j i
The Reporter:: the_reporter@8cs1.l~sitea.baru,cb.cuny.edu
The Ticker: tbe_ticker@scsu.sitea.baruch.cuny.edu

UIITBEfIVE..B
Day Session Student Government: dssg@listserver.scsu.sitea.baruch.cuny.edu
Note: To subscribe to a listserver, send an e-mail message .to the listserver address shown above with
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Baruch College:http://bbweb.sitea.baruch.cuny.edu/
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WelcoDle Back!!!
,

Whether or not this is your first year at Baruch or
your final semester, The Ticker will beprovidingyou
the most up-to-date news about our campus and
.whatouradministrators are doing to make our lives
easier (or harder) as they make up new policies for
us. We will also be providing you with music, film
and other reviews in our Arts and Entertainment
Section. Our Features Section will continue to give
you such things as a writers corner, interviews on
your fellow students who have done something special for Baruch College, as well as information on
special interests, that we feel you may enjoy. Of
course, there is also the Business Section, givingyou
the ups and downs and the all around ofthe Business and financial worlds. Ofcourse we will still
have our infamous Exhale section allowing you the
students to write your opinions about anyone and
anything about yourself, the college or the world-atlarge. Lastly how can we forget our Sports Section.
Slightly smaller from last year, we will still provide
updates and articles about our Statesmen (that's the
name ofour sport teams).
We here at The Ticker wish you well in the coming
year and hope that you make reading The Ticker a
constant in your life here at Baruch.
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, "College is not the place for
learning the fundamentals of
English; that 'should have been
done in elementary ·and high
school."

learning the fundamentals of English; that
should have been done in elementary and high
school. But how can a student who is limited to
a certain number of classes, and unable to com- .
municate with professors andother'students, be
expected to do well in a school they are not
prepared for?
N ative-and foreign-born students alike have
these problems. Baruch has many foreign-born
business. In order to compete in the business students who have problems understanding
world, one, needs to have more than just a English, but they are still allowed to take classes.
rudimentary grasp ofEnglish. And that grasp Foreign students should realize that they are
should not begin with the college experience. corning to a school where classes are taught in
If students need to take beginner ESL English, and that they need to be prepared in
classes, thenthey are not ready to take college order to do well. Isn't doing well the reason
courses. How could they be? One needs to be they're enrolled in the first place?
able to understand what a professor is saying,
There are waiting lists for entry-level Enand to answer questions the professor poses. glish classes, a problem that could be solved by
Also, a student cannot take other courses, such canceling many of the ESL classes, freeing up
as history or political science, without passing . professors to teach English 2100- and so on. ESL
English 2100 - that's 2100, not English 0153. should not be taught in college, especially not on
There is a reasori for this: these and all classes the seale that it is, at Baruch. Tougher tests
- barring foreign-language courses' - are should be given for incoming freshmen, was well
taught in English. Another problem is that as foreign transfer students. If these students
time is wasted when professors have to explain cannot pass the English exartJ. (As I said, some
again and again what they have just said.
things people forget, so Baruch shouldn't_get rid
. When a professor has to point out .inclass ofall its remedial programs.), they should-seek
the correct way to use "there," their" and outside help on the fundamentals. There are
"they're," especially in a course that has noth- ~ schools that, ~~ach only'ESL, some for much less .
ingto do with English grammar, it is troubling. than what Baruch charges for the same amount"
College students should already know these of class time.
,
"thi~.· . 'that~"b.aste~gltsh.~amrn.ar-, and l -'. ~ .;~ot·9Jl}~ would: tbi~- I~~e1)~the &!1rdens on . :
college, class rime should nof be taken to ad- ~ professors, but also on. those-very students, who
dress it.. .
'.:
.: ,..· ·...........
- . - . "".,',
- ~ would
then
not need-to ask.instsuctors to repeat
" •. -. -.-.", . .
----,.---..........
Many students have these problems, but questions andcorilmehtS- or have to be given
that's puzzling. College is not the ,pl~ce for an English lesson during art-history class.
'-'.,
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Affirmative Action No Longer Affirms Very Much

ichele Gross

A 'Complex equation' replaces grades and test scores in college admissions

vanna GarIbaldI
r

The Ticker is published bi-weekly, eight
times a semester, by The
Ticker editorial staff at
360 Park Ave. South, New
York, .NY 10010, Room
1522 (Internet E-Mail
the_ticker@scsu.sitea.
baruch.cuny.edu). All
work except printing is
done by Baruch undergraduate and graduate
students. All typed and
signed contributions and
letters are welcome, and
should be mailed to the
above address (or E-mail
address).
Our office is open during regular school hours.
Any display or advertising questions should be
directed to the advertising Manager or Managing Editor at the above
address.
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By Joseph M. Maldarelli
I took an art-history course during the
summer break. It was a requirement, butI am
also very interested in the subject. ' Classes
during the summer are condensed, so time is
valuable and there is an awful lot to cover
during each session.
I did not take that class in order to learn
English, but during one session, that is what
was taught. We had papers due later in the
week, and the teacher took about half an hour
ofclass time to teach us the difference between
"there," "their," "they're," "its" and "it's."
As I sat there I asked myself: "Is this college
or is this grammar school?"
The requirements for admission to Baruch
College are simple. All one needs is to do fairly
well in high school, get a decent mark on the
SAT or Regents Exam, and pass a speech, math
and English entrance examination. I understand that sometimes people don't fare well on
such examinations, and have to take a remedial course - as I did with math. But what
bothers me is the glut of English-as-a-SecondLanguage courses being offered at Baruch.
At a time when classes are being canceled
due to budget cuts, ESL classes are going strong.
Baruch offers five levels of ESL, making up
sixty classes. English classes at the 2000 level
and up are about the same in number, but this·
makes no. sense. College is not foJ' .lear-ning
English, but rather for refining tt.' ., ~~., '.:
. Themain problem here is that Baruch is
letting in students with little command ofEnglish. This is a businees.ccllege.T realiZe,liut·
I had thought English was the language of

Deirdre Hussey
Dusan Stojkovlc
News editors

uan Raposo
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Today's· Colleges: Elementary School Revisited

Joanne Guo
Managing editor
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By Coby L. Herd
On July 1, 1995, the University of
California's Board of Regents ended affirmative action throughout the nine campuses in
the state university system, thus prohibiting
consideration of race, gender; or ethnic origin
in college admissions, as well as in hiring policies and contract negotiations. Said vote made
California the first state in the nation to eliminate race preferences in college admissions
and put the West Coast at the forefront of
eliminating them throughout the country.
As originally conceived, affirmative action
was intended to balance the disparity between
middle-class white America and the rest ofthe
country by giving minorities admissions-preference in schools where whites had long been
the dominant population. And it worked - for
a while.
''The result has been to open America to
great diversity, and colleges and universities
are beginning to reflect this heterogeneity,"
argues Lawrence W. Levine, a longtime professor of cultural history at the University of
California at Berkeley. Affirmative aetion did
balance the scales by giving minorities their
rightful place in history, .and rounding out the
lopsided "whites-control-all" ethos prevalent
since the founding of the Thirteen Colonies.
But I was always ofthe impression that the
bastions of higher education based admission
solely on one's ability to attain the highest test

.,

scores on entrance exams, thereby guaranteeing superb standards in the attainment of a
college degree, along with a minimum dropout
rate. Boy was I naive.
Points for Race and Gender
In California, only about half of all state
university students have been admitted solely
on the basis ofgrades and test scores. The rest
have benefited from a complex equation that
awards points for race or gender. Thisincludes
an ethnic-origin formula so hairsplitting that
Mexican-Americans were given more weight
than other Latinos.
Call me old-fashioned, but if "Cal State"
does it, CUNY has got to be running neck-andneck with it toward the same finish line. Being
a Democrat from the cradle and probably to the
grave, I tend to get a little miffed at my own
party's condescending attitude when I, a white
CUNY BA junior maintaining a 3.82 grade
peintaverage, tend to get bumped outofscholarship opportunities because of my skin. color.
As a working musician, I applaud
multiculturalism, i.e. affirmative action. But
as "a student in the process of garnering a

journalism degree, and slugging it out with
others for any job at a top publication, I think it
bites
Multiculturalism as New Religion
''Multiculturalism is one of those affectations that people can indulge in when they are
enjoying all the fruits of modern technology and
can grandly disdain the processes that produced
them. None ofthis would be anything more than
another of the many foibles of the human race,
except that the cult of multiculturalism has
become the new religion of our schools, colleges
and the workplace, contributing to the mushing
ofAmerica. It has become partofthe unexamined
assumptions underlying public policy and even
decisions in courts of law," says Dr. Thomas
Sowell, an economist and senior fellow at the
Hoover Institute in Stanford, Calif.
I heartily agree with Dr. Sowell. People
from different cultural backgrounds excel according to their strengths, You need only turn
on the television set and watch 'professionel
basketball to realize that one segment of the
. population plays the game a lot better than
e,

Continued on page 8

The opinions expressed on the Exhale pages are those of the individual uiriters, and do not necessarily
represent the opinions ofThe Ticker editorial staff. The Ticker accepts only typewritten and signed opinion
pieces ofno more than 750 words from Baruch College students. Publication of bale articles is contingent
upon all, editorial board vote. Letters must be no more that 350 toorde, typewritten and signed. Unsigned
letters will not be published. -However, when appropriate, names will be !J]ithhelcl upon request. Writers
.should provide day and evening telephone numbers. All submissions are subject to ,editing for space and
clarity. Addre88 aU opinion pieces and letters to the Exhale editor.
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other segments. It is my feeling that opportunity should be extended solely on the basis of
excellence, not governmental edict, otherwise,
jockeys would be playing basketball and Refrigerator Perry would be riding some nag in
the Derby.
So being of good Democratic stock and having been told time and time again that my white
skin is the equivalent of money in the bank, .I
have decided to toe the common party line and
give the little guys (and girls) another chance to
take my well-earned job and possible furtherfunding away.
With the end of affirmative action in the
admissions process looming at CUNY, and to
increase the inclusion ofall ethnic and socioeconomic strata, this writer has devised a new
admissions test to better represent the crosssection of students demanding higher education. By opening the gates of scholarship,
students in New York City today will find it
easier (that's the real buzzword here) to achieve
their goals and become tax-paying citizens.
Here's my submission of the new

1. What language is spoken in France?

2. Give a dissertation on the ancient
Babylonian Empire with particular reference
to architecture, literature, law and social conditions - OR - give the first name of Pierre
Trudeau.
3.Would you ask William Shakespeare to:
(a) build a bridge;
(b) sail the ocean;
(c) lead an army; or
(d) WRITE A PLAY
4. What religion is the pope? (Check only
one!)
(a) Jewish
(b) Catholic
(c) Hindu
(d) Polish
(e) Agnostic
5. Metric Conversion: How many feet is 0.0 .
meters?
6. How many commandments was Moses
given? (approximately)
7. What are the people in America's far North
called?
(a) Westerners
(b) Southerners

CUNY College Entrance Exam:

The Secondary Benefits ofAdversity
_ increasingly apparent that asking for an autograph
from a fellow guest was gauche in the extreme, so
Irene would have to maneuver herselfinto position
to ask the big question. At nine the next morning,
after plotting our strategy the evening before, we
again situated ourselves near the McCartneys.
I reclinedregally on my beach chair, and Irene
sauntered over to the McCartneys. She told Linda
McCartney that we too, were from Scarsdale, N.Y.,
asshe was, andthatwehadknownherfolks. Asthat
conversation waned, Irene started toward
McCartney, onlytobebeatenoutby another woman
who gushed: "Oh, Mr. McCartney, my kids are in
love with you. Would you mind giving me your

By Stanley A. Frankel

We arrived in lush Round Hill, Jamaica, in
mid-January, without luggage, tooth brush,
bathing suit, tennis racket. We were disheveled, agonized, distraught. The airline had
made sure our luggage had a longer flight than
we did - via Puerto Rico, Nassau, back to
KennedyAirport, then five days later, Jamaica.
After checking in, not wanting to waste
even one sunny afternoon (particularly at those
prices) my wife and I borrowed ill-fitting swim
trunks from the fat manager and a shameless
bikini from the receptionist. Wedidnotwanttobe
seen in our unshaven, unkempt condition, so we
asked the 'beach master ifhe~dpositiorrussomeplace:
away from the crowd. "No problem, sir," he said
"Another couple wanted to be out ofthe crowd, and
TIlput you next to them."
With a large safety pin keeping my trunks up,
and a towel around the lower part of Irene's bikini,
we surreptitiouslymade ourway, via a hidden path,
to the beach. The beach master deposited our chaise
lounges out ofsight, exceptfor this othercouple, who
nodded to us as we waved shyly to them. We
arranged the umbrella to shield us from the sun, and
from the rest of the guests.
''I Am. a Bedbug"
After a few moments, the woman behind us
calledouttoheryoungson:"JamieMcCartney,come
back here this minute." I turned and caught the eye .
of the husband, a pleasant-looking youngish man,
and said: ''Hmm. Same name as the Beatles." To
which he responded: "I am a Beatie."
smart-alec that I am, I retorted: " And I am a
bedbug." My wife, Irene, slammed her elbow into
myside. ''Idiot,'' she whispered. ''Don'tyourecognize
Paul McCartney?" We looked at each other, then,
in unison, shrieked: "Mary Minnow!"
Our darling niece, Mary, was getting married
next month and we knew that the great love ofher .
life, aside from her husband-to-be, was Paul
McCartney. Her room was decorated with his
posters; she played and replayed every one of his
records;herscrapbookwascrammedwithhundreds
of his news clippings.
And dumped into our laps- or at least onto our
sandy beach - was the unexpected chance of a
lifetime to get for MaiY the most wonderful prize of
all: an autograph we could present at her bridal
dinner. Speakofthe seecndarybenefitsofadversityl
Here, because of lost luggage, we had the glowing
opportunity to touch Mary's heart ... a priceless
engagement gift that wouldn't cost a thing.
Except our pride.
We began to argue about who would approach
McCartney, and my pride was unbending. Irene
would have to make the effort.
The minutes turned to hours and it became

YOU ARE NOW FINISHED
Please Wait Six to Eight Weeks for Your
Acceptance or Rejection Letter
Once the powers-that-be come across someone who actually tries to take the new test,
things will revert back to the good old system: admissions, class standing and fundingopportunities based solely on grade-point average.
much about McCartney during their talks. She
glimpsed a side of him not written about inthe
torrent of literature that as been pouring out
all these years. She witnessed McCartney the
family man - a gentle and kind husband and
father, utterly devoted, day and night, to his
wife, daughters, and son.
McCartney told her his mother and father
were. responsible for his success. His mother
made him take piano lessons, and his dad, a
whiz at the difficult English crossword puzzles,
enlisted the young McCartney in the search for
the correct words and phrases. The music and
the lyrics of McCartney's life, then, stemmed
from his parents.
The Great B:r~akthr0ll.gh
Irene .found him to.
a most sensitive
political animal. He had been opposed to the
Vietnam War and resisted those managers
who tried to hinder his antiwar songs. All of
this eventually led to The Great Breakthrough
- to the credit of my wife's persistence.
She inadvertently mentioned one afternoon
that her husband had been named to Nixon's
''Enemies List" because of his vocal opposition
to the war. McCartney's eyes lit up. "Gosh, the
only two people I know who were on that list
were John Lennon and Yoko Ono. I know your
husband doesn't seem to want to socialize but
do you think I might drop back to his chair and
talk to him about that list?"
I hadn't stirred from that chair in five days,
though our luggage had finally arrived andwe
at least looked presentable. Irene urged
McCartney to visit me, which he did. We had a
five-hour talk about politics, and McCartney
heard all myoid chestnut anecdotes, and my
name- and quotation-dropping - normally reserved for my Baruch students. When Irene
asked me that evening if I had gotten the
autograph, and I admitted I had forgotten about
it, she cried.
My Dear Mary
The next morning was our last at Round
Hill. Irene went to bid the McCartneys goodbye. I remained in my chair. McCartney
approached Irene, pen and notebook in hand.
"Stan and I had a great talk yesterday, and he
said some things I would veiy much like to
write down," he said. "Would Ibe imposing if I .
visited him again and took down some of his
ideas and stories?"
"...
Jackpot! Irene told him I wouldn't mind,
and then said: "As long as you have your pen
and notebook, would you mind autographing
something for our favorite niece?" McCartney
. said it would be his great pleasure..·
He proceeded to enscribe a two-page letter,
beginnjng' "MJr dear Ma,.r MjDo"t ."

be

''Dumped into ourlaps was the
unexpectedchanceofa lifetime to
get for Mary the most wonderful
· fall"
pnzeo
...
autograph?" McCartney stunned her (and Irene) by
replying with quiet dignity: "Madam,. I make it a
matterofprinciplenot to doanyautographingwhile
I'm vacationing'With my family." The woman slunk
away, as did Irene, who got the message: no autographs this time. But when?
That evening, somewhat defeated, we dined
with the daughter of Joan Rivers, Melissa
Rosenberg. Ms. Rosenberg seemed to know the
McCartneys rather well. We asked how we
might go about winning the signature, and she
said, ''No way! I suggest you write to Paul's
agent in London and maybe he could arrange it,
but nothing doing here."
So Near and Yet So Far
. On day three we sat disconsolate, so near
and yet so far from our mission, when Irene
heard young Jamie McCartney crying about
the burning sensation in his eye. Irene had
loaded up on all kinds of suntan lotion and even
special eyedrops; she dashed to the McCartneys
chair with her bag of medicinal tricks, and put
the drops in the boy's eye, which stopped burning immediately. The grateful McCartneys
invited Irene to join them at the nearby beach
bar.
/
Sitting at the bar, Irene tried to warm
McCartney up with small talk. Others at the
bar looked over; one young man took-out his
camera. Paul politely but firmly told the young
man to put his camera away. "I'm here on
vacation with my family. No pictures, no singing, no autographs." The message was loud and
clear - our mission was doomed.
Meanwhile, though, Irene was discovering
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(c) Northerners
8. Spell: Bush, Carter and Clinton
(a) Bush
(b) Carter
(C) Clinton
9. Six kings -of England have been called
George, the last one being George the Sixth.
Name the previous five.
10. Can you explain Einstein's Theory of
Relativity?
(a) yes
(b) no
11. Explain Le Chatelier's Principle of Dynamic Equilibrium - OR- Spell your name in
BLOCK LETI'ERS.
12. The CUNY tradition for efficiency began
when? (approximately)
.
(a) B.C.
(b) A.D.
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The Tobacco Industry Facing Changes
In The Legal Environment
By Wei Yan
The war against drugs continues, now adding to the long
list of addictive drugs such as
crack and cocaine, is the new
war launched against tobacco,
a known additive. Tobacco comparries are now more than ever
increasingly. scrutinized and
held responsible for the health
related risks tobacco products
pose for millions of smokers
-dai ly.
Increasing evidence linking
tobacco smoking to lung cancer
has brought forth civil suits.
One instance is the trial that
took place in Jacksonville
Florida on August 9th, in which
five out of six jurors held tobacco corporation Brown and
Williamson liable for Grady
Carter's lung cancer.
Mr. Carter has been
awarded $750,000 in damages. The jury-declared the tobacco corporation was "unreasonably dangerous and defective". The $45 billion tobacco
industry was greatly surprised
by this blow, since they have
never previously been held accountable, nor have they paid
anything previously in damages. Smoking is still considered to be a personal choice although many warnings, including the cigarette boxes themselves, as well as numerous
studies that have been done to
expose the danger of smoke related health risks.
.

~

This case sets the precedent
to many new cases to follow.
Mr. Carter's lawyer, who won
the suit in Florida court, plans
to bring forth another such suit
in October. With as many as
100 other cases following the
Carter verdict, through this we
see the changes in the way jurors view the tobacco industry.
One of the most difficult tasks
to consider when deliberating
on such cases is dealing with
the .questions of responsibility.
After all, wasn't Mr. Carter responsible for his smoking?
Ronnie Fulghant, one out of six
jurors that was not sure, had
difficulty with this issue since
Mr. Carter had been continuously warned by his family and
friends about the health related
risks. Brown and Williamson ,
the corporation held liable for
Mr. Carter's lung cancer has
'cal led the verdict "a product of
error" and they feel it will probably be overturned, while Phillip
Morris called it an "aberration
". Tabacco stocks were in no
doubt affected, and investors
became more than ever are more
cautious.
There are more recent developments, which include
President Clinton's regulation
on tobacco. One of the great
highlights of the Democratic N ational Convention has been his
efforts and the bill he signed,
restraining the tobacco industry. The new regulation bans

tobacco marketing to target mi- suits are and will be brought
nors and access regulation to forth against the tobacco industhe Food and Drug Administra- try. Many judges and courttion. Tobacco companies are ex- rooms are now seeing the possipected to change advertisements bility of eight class action suits
such as Joe Camel, to less vis- being brought up against the
ible, less tempting black and . tobacco industry. The tobacco
white advertisements in maga- industry may be forced to spend
zines that are not as accessible more money funding cancer
to the younger population. Bill- treatment and research develboards within 1000 feet of opment. The tobacco industry
schools that previously were al- now has to redirect its marketlowed to advertise tobacco prod- ing strategies while at the same
ucts will now be banned. These time keeping the business profpreventive measures taken by itable. It will be more difficult
President Clinton to reduce the now, with the new restrictions
teenage smoking percentage and that also target the industry to
prevent new teens from smok- decline it's sponsorship at
ing, comes in the midst of low Motorsports. Its restrictions
suds aimed at the tobacco in- will force companies to use comdustry
pany name such as R. J.
Having lost the lung cancer Reynolds and Phillip Morris incase, and the new regulation stead of Marlboro and Winston
"making it more difficult for teen- for example. Nascar and Indyagers to obtain cigarettes previ- car races are just a few of all
. oualy g'larnortaedby the tobacco " that·"wil1~ha:ve to rely' Jess on
industry, investors fear what tobacco advertisement, and rely
lies ahead. With more possible more on new advertisements
law suits, tobacco stocks are from companies such as
sharply declining. Soon after McDonalds to take their place.
the Jacksonville, Florida case,
In the end, the cigarette intrading on Friday August 9th, dustry, government officials and
Phillip Morris was closed at lawyers will have a lot to deal
$90.875/share, down $14.625, a with now that the country has
whopping 14% drop.
seen a change in the attitude of
Just fourteen days later, on jurors and now the precedent
August 23, in Indianapolis, In- has been established making the
diana, another jury held the to- tobacco industry responsible for
bacco industry responsible for the health risks and deaths of
the cancer death of Richard much of the smoking populaRogel s, a local lawyer. This tion.
comes as proof that more law

About The Cigarette Papers
-

more than thirty years. able 1.1
http://www.library.ucsf.edu/
The followings are some "pub-:
tobacco/cigpapers/demo/chapter1/
tablel.1.html
lic versus private" statements
On May 12, 1994, a package made by The tobacco industry
containing4,000 pages of secret regarding smoking related
internal tobacco industry docu- deseases.
ments arrived at the office of
Summary
Professor Stanton Glantz at the
B&Wand BAT continued their
University of California, San effor-ts to develop a "safer" cigaFrancisco. The anonymous rette during the 1980s. The fosource of these "cigarette pa- cus of their research was on
pers" was identified in the re- minimizing the "biological acturn address only as "Mr.Butts" tivity, or carcinogenic potential,
- presumably a reference to the of their products. UnfortuDoonesbury cartoon character. nately, that proved more difficult than expected. In addition,
These documents provide a
shocking inside account
of the as the scientific community
.,..
activities of one tobacco com- noted, even if less carcinogenic
pany, Brown & Williamson, and cigarettes could be designed,
its multinational parent, Brit- these cigarettes would still
ish American Tobacco, over cause some cancer, as well as

heart disease and other suIts
Cigarette brands can Bbe
noncancer diseases.
Surgeon General's Reports readily di.st ingu ished [in terms
1981: "Smoking cigarettes of mu tage a icity as judged by an
with lower yields of 'tar' and Ames test]. This is in contrast
nicotine reduces the risk of lung with the earlier mouse skin
cancer and, to some extent, im- painting results. An unfortuproves the smoker's chance for nate side-effect is that the senlonger life, provided there is no sitivity increases the probabilicompensatory increase in the ties of an Ames League Table
amount smoked. However, the [which would rank different
benefits are minimal in compari- brands of cigarettes according
son with giving up cigarette to mutagenicity using the Ames
entirely" (25). 1989: "Smoking test] appearing. A further unis responsible for more than one fortunate .
examination is that, to date,
of every six deaths in the United
States. Smoking remains the it is not uncommon for BAT
brands to have a higher result
single most important
preventable cause of death in ILe., greater mutagenicity] than
our society" (28). "
Continued on pGge 10
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those from the opposition." Min~ utes from BAT biological con:- ference held in Southampton,
03 England, 1984, author unknown
~ {1181.06 p. I}.
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Despite intense research over
the past 25 years, the biological
activity remains a major challenge. In particular, it is not
known in quantitative terms
whether the smoke from modern low and ultra-low delivery
products has a lower specific biological activity than that from
previous high delivery products.
N or is it clearly established

•

what are the main factors that
influence biological [carcinogenic] activity." Minutes from
BAT research conference held
in Montebello, Canada, 1982,
prepared by L. C. F. Blackman
of BAT R&D.
Tobacco Industry's Public
Statements
"Cigarette smoking has not
been scientifically established
to be a cause of chronic diseases,
such as cancer, cardiovascular
disease, or emphysema. Nor has
it been shown to affect pregnancy outcome adversely."
Sheldon Sommers, M.D., scientific director of the CTR in congressional testimony, March
1983
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A PERSON, AN EXPERIENCE
AND A REVELATION
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"SPEECH IS THE MI
OF ACTION"
-Solon

By I.H. Benison
I experienced something
last week I thought I lost a long
time ago. What I am about to
say maybe some of you may relate to. Maybe not. I thought I
lost my religion. I thought I lost
something as basic and as true
as my religion. Let me explain.
I am of the Jewish faith. I grew
up in a small town in New York.
My town was not what you call
a center of Jewish activity. I did
go to Hebrew school, got BarMitzvah and continued my
studies even after getting BarMitzvah. In all I probably had
about ten years of formal Jewish Education. In these ten
years I attended an Orthodox
Synagogue. They taught me the
.religionbut failed. to give me
hope in the religion. They
taught me heavy history and
some Torah Study but nothing
in why I should be Jewish, the
joys of Judaism, or even the language of the Jewish people; Hebrew. Just a very fine, two dimensional way of what is Judaism. In my town there were no
Jewish youth groups, no JCCrs,
no Jewish Y's, no nothing. I did
come away with one thing from
the experience. I came away
with a sense of pride in my religion. This pride continues in
me even today.
Now I entered college.
For two years I attended a college on Long Island. Here I
thought that since there was
such an enormous campus and
student population, there too
must be a huge campus Jewish
life I couldhave gotten involved
with. I was hit with disappointment when I discovered there
was none. There was a Jewish
Students Association which had
a whopping seven members in
it. Now normally I love a small
group and work well with them
but these people had to be some
of the most unorganized people
I have known with attitudes
that boarded on spiteful. There
was one person there who tried
to advance the Association but
failed to think things out for the
long term and in the end was
fighting a battle that could
never be won.: So I joined. the
Student Government Association and eventually landed a
- posifion on the Executive Board

of the Association, which contained no Jews at all.
During my second year at
that college, I met people who
made me question my religious
state of mind. I questioned it to
the point where I had to ask
myself "how important is being
Jewish to me?" I had a lot of
problems in answering this
question. I even came to a point
where I lost my faith in my religion and lost faith in what being Jewish was about. Even afte r that second year, I questioned the importance of Judaism in my life because, in reflection, it may have hampered my
efforts in pursuing something I
thought I truly desired. I even
. co.nsidered many a time in giv-.
ing up that last strand of whatever it was that prevented me
from giving into this temptation
bu t for some odd reason, I held
on to the last strand for all it
was worth. Don't get me wrong.
I always took pride in Judaism.
I t has a history I am proud to be
a part of, I just at one point lost
faith in it. I eventually got myself back to the point where I
started rebuilding my faith and
started comming closer to an
answer.
Now enter Baruch College. A college with the name
like Baruch I thought would
have a huge campus Jewish life
and once again I was disappointed. Here the Hillel was
really just starting off. So, I
started off by going to the Jewish Students Organization.
That organization was more .into
religion than I would have liked.
I had enough of being taught two
dimensional religion in Hebrew
School, but I decided I was going to stick with it. Then one
day I walked into their office
and two people were sitting on
a couch. They both looked at me
and I looked into their eyes and
they were cold, air cold. I froze
and left. I've seen that look only
three time·s before and those
other times led to consequences
of which I will not go into here.
After that I never went to that
office again.
I then sought out Hillel.
Actually Hillel may have sought
out. One way or the other, it
really do.esn't matter. Hillel was

me

new to Baruch Col lege with a
full time organizer named
Ellen Steigman. Her enthusiasm in this organization gave
me hope that maybe, just
maybe, I would find the Jewish life I've been looking for.
At first I was shy to approach
her because after all the bad
experiences I had with J udaism on campus, I really
thought I was crazy to try to
engage myself in it once again.
By speaking to Ellen, slowly I
started seeing the light of life
of Judaism. I finally felt I belonged in Hillel. It needed me
and I needed it. By the end of
my first semester at Baruch;
my religious thinking was
IJ:loreclear and coherent but
my faith was still wavering.
But by the end of my second
semester at Baruch, I started
feeling like who I once was
once again, which was a person with faith. I also want to
give credit to the other students who were in Hillel at the
time. Their joy in working
with Hillel boosted my spirit.
So, anyway, now I was
given the opportunity to go on
a Hillel International Conference for five days in Pennsylvania. I was not sure I wanted
to go for a few reasons. One
reason that too many people
make me nervous, and this
conference expected to yield
about 500 students. Reason
two was that too many Jews
make me nervous because,
generally Jews have a liberal
thinking than I am used to. In
addition to that I was not
given an agenda so I was nervous as to what to expect from
the conference. In the end I
did FORCE myself to go. The
conference was held on August
21 - 26, a Wednesday through
a ·Sunday. I followed the
agenda Lpicked up there and
did participate in the programming for Wednesday,
Thursday, and part of Friday,
and hated it. I disliked the
people at the conference (some
were truly cold), the leadership of many of the programs
were unorganized, and I especially hated the sleeping arrangements (you can't place a
person who is my height on a

bed that is 5 foot 11 inches long).
I hated myself for going. I was
do angry I couldn't even focus
when I was meditating. I even
.hated, well maybe not hated, but
disliked the religious prayer service I attended. I t was radically
different than what I was used
to. But Friday afternoon things
started looking up. We had a
"thunderstorm. Not that I like
thunderstorms but I love lightning. The camp we went to was
in the middle of nowhere and,
when you looked out in the distance, you could see the clean
bolts of lightning streak across
the sky. It was a sight I will not
soon forget. After that the programming seemed to be better,
t he food got better, and I .even
met and spoke to a nice young
lady from California for sometime (by coincidence, I found out
that I debated her cousin when
I was on the debate team in high
school). Saturday came and I
went to Sabbath services with
my lady friend, which was pleasant in itself. After services I
went through the days programming which led me to Saturday
night. We had a talent show
which I truly enjoyed viewing
and then we were all (about 350
of us), asked to go into a room.
We were requested to sit down,
so I took my usual seat in the
shadow, next to no one. We were
given candles and the lights
were turned out, and for the next
hour we sang different Jewish,
Russian, and English songs,
some were familiar to me, others were not. I listened to the
songs but I also focused on the
flame I was holding. My mind
drifted to a time when I was
truly happy, to friends long since
disappeared from my life, to
people I have known who have
died, to the two or three people
in my life I consider to be more
than just my best friends, and
then I thought about who I
was, who I am, and who I will be.
Maybe it was the atmosphere of
the room, (or maybe it was the
wine we-had with dinner) but I
allowed myself to be one with
myself. For one brief period

Continued on Page 15...
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Happy New Year! What?
New Years in September? Yes. The
Q)
..c Jewish calendar runs on a slightly
E
Q)
different schedule. Ths year. we
.....
Q.
Q)
are celebrating Rosh HaShanah
Cf)
(literally, the ''head of the year''),
from the evening of Friday, September 13 through Sunday, September 15.
There are books in English
and Russian available in the Hillel
office, Room 1511, 360 PAS, about
Rosh HaShanah and Yom Kippur.
Here are a few highlights:
Traditions of Rosh
HaShanah include: eating apples
and honey to insure a "sweet new
year", going to synagogue to pray
special prayers for the new year,
and hearing the shofar plown. The
shofar, pictured in an ad elsewhere
in The Ticker, is aram's horn. The
origin of the shofar is in the biblical story of Abraham and Isaac,
Just as Abraham was about to sacrifice his son Isaac (as G-d ha&
commanded him to do as a test to
his obedience), an angel halted
Abraham from killing Isaac, pointing out a nearby ram for sacrifce
instead. The ram had been caught
in a bush by it's horns. Shofars
come in many shapes and sizes.
One will be on display in the Hil-

...

lel office during the week before
Rosh HaShanah and at the Jewish Students' welcome back party
on September 12.
.
The month-long period that
preceeds Rosh HaShanah is a time
of reflection and contemplation.
Many people make efforts at this
time to think about what the past
year has been like, and what they
hope the year to come will hold. It
is also traditional during this time
to ask forgiveness from people who
we may have hurt, whether intentionally (perhaps by insulting or
lying to them) or unintentionally (for
instance, by gossiping or being inconsiderate of others feelings). Judaism
teaches us that for sins committed
against G-d, we apoligize to G-d, but
only other human beings can forgive
us for what we've done to them. So, if
you think you might have hurt someone this year...apologize! Better safe
than sorry; right?
Speaking of forgiveness, the
next big date on the Jewish calendar
is Yom Kippur, or the Day of Atonement. This is the most solemn day in
the Jewish year. Look for more information about Yom Kippur in the next
edition of The Ticker.
So, what will be happening this
semester with Hillel and Koach, the

Russian Jewish Club? Look for us
outside Freshman Convocation on
September 5...unless it rains, we'll be
there to great new students and give
out treats. We're also having a Pizza
Party on Thursday; September 12. It
will take place during club hours
(12:30 - 2:30) in room 1440 of360 PAS.All interested new members are invited to join, and returning students
should come to see old friends. Rumor has it that Sasha will be there
with his guitar, and free pizza for everyone!
Over the summer, we had a
couple offun events...a picnic on Manhattan Beach drew 50 students,
mostly from Baruch College and Pace
University On August 11 we had a
whitewater rafting trip that was a lot
of fun finally dried out last week!).
One of the highlights of the summer
was the Hillel International LeadersAssembly. Jewish students from
all over America, as well as from Israel and Russia, gathered in the
Poconos for a five day seminar with
lots ofworkshops, learning, leadership
building, networking and singing.
Rumor has it that several Baruch studentsstayed up to see the sun rise on
the last night...you can-confirm this by
speaking with the Baruch Collegee
students who were there: Boris
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Director, Hillel Commuter Center
at Baruch College
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Baroda, Ira Hersch,Alex Kantorovich,

Rita Millerman, Dima Nadelson,Alex
Shoykhet, and Lenny Talisman.
Last notes: there is a beginning

Wel£f)me

of the year party for Russian Jewish
students at Brooklyn College on Saturday night, September 7 at 1Opm.
The address is 2901 Campus Road
(Brooklyn Hillel House), and more information is available at Hillel.
IT you have never been to Israel and are a full-time Jewish undergraduate student, you are eligible for
a free ticket! Call Israelbreak! at 212696-0248 for more information.
Message to New Students:
Welcome to Baruch! Hillel is here as
a Jewish resource for the Baruch community We sponsor holiday celebrations and lots ofother interesting and
fun events. Information about travel
to Israel is available, as is news about
intenships for Jewish Students. We
also sponsor two trips to the Holocaust
Memorial Museum in Washington,
D.C. Student leaders for the year are
eager to answer your questions about
Hillel at Baruch. Please stop by the
Hillel Office or come to one of our
events. My office is in room 1511,
360 PAS. Phone 212-802-6808 or
E-Mail
at
Im=l F1Cl.IIXJati:Jr@a:~itmlEUd1.a.J~:h

Hope you all had a good
summer ... I know I did. My name
is Paola Marocchi and I. am the
photo editor of this fun newspaper.
I was first introduced tocomputers no more than three years ago
when I had to take a computer
course. The first day of classes I

l3a£~ l3anJ£hian§!

thought this was gonna be my
worst class ever. However, as the
days werit by, I was proven wrong.
I actually enjoyed learning about
computers and technology and
how such things can be .used to
make life easier.
I believe' that students and

computers/technology should go
hand in hand together. That is
why, I came up with this section
called Cyberspace. My goal is
to make you all computer lovers by
the end of the semester. If you
have any ideas or topics you would
like to see included in this section,

talk to me'! If you would like to
write articles for Cyberspace,
contact me here at The Ticker
office located at 360 PAS, room
1522; phone # 802-6800.
Or
E-mail
me
at
LORENA1212@aol.com.
Hope you all enjoy this section!

•• •• •••• • •••••••••••••••••••• ••••

LARGEST STUDENT TRAVEL PLANNER on the
East Coast looking for Campus Rep to promote
•
Kodak SPRING BREAK trips "Guaranteed" lowest ••
package prices and best incentives. You handle the :
sales...we handle the bookkeeping. Cancun, Nassau, :
Jamaica, S. Padre, Orlando & Key West. EARN BIG:
$$$ AND/OR FREE TRIP(S) ... GREAT FOR RE•
SUME!!!
CALL 1-800-222-4432

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
GOVT FORECLOSED homes for pennies on $1.
Delinquent Tax, Repo's, REO's. Your Area.
Toll Free (1) 800-898-9778 Ext. H-3194 for current
listings.

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
I
•
:
•
\

~EIZED

.
Porsches, Cadillacs,

CARS from $175.
Chevys, BMWs, Corvettes. Also Jeeps, 4WD's. Your.
Area.
:
Toll Free 1-800-898-9778 Ext. A-3194 for current
•
listings.
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Part Time. At Home. Toll Free (1)800-898-9778
Ext. R-3194 for Listings.
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Write for
Cyberspace.
Call 802-6800.
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DESCRIPTION:
*Edit articles
*Write som.e articles
* Keep track of your own staff
*Typesetting and laying out your section

~

THE WATCHERS REBELLION, part 2

I stand on a cliff
Created by lightning
Continuously being struck by
Sharp, clean points of the
purest light.
Where I can see the purple
hewed sky,
I can see for infinity around
Sight beyond sight.
I stand at a point
Where we all once met.
Where illusion and reality meet,
I am The Watcher.
Welcome to my realm.
The place where good and evil
coexist
Where war and peace mean
exactly the same thing.
Where love has no place,
And hatred has no meaning.

ALSO WANTED

Where life and death have the
same meaning
Allies must be made for wars
not yet fought.
And enemies develop for
battles long over,
And those who declare
themselves neutral,
Cease to be seen.
Where time is the supreme
commodity
Happiness is a strange paradox
Sadness is an everyday occurrence
And friendship is the medium
Between the two.
From this place
I firmly stand.
I have stood here for many
years now,
Building up my energy
And preparing for the challenge.

From this place
I see everyone and everything.
People have no color.
I can analyze, plot, predict,
Where the sun screams out death,
react, attack, and
And the darkness .bzings the life .. Anticipate,
defend. .
.
...
of another day.
From my position in this realm.

It is a place where

STAFF \VRITERS
DESCRIPTION:
*Write articles for any section
* Meet interesting and fam.ous pe.ople

The Rebellion sees
The hardships that are blind to
others,
The happiness as ignored by
others,
We protect those who need
protection
We defend those who need to
be defended.
We honor those who are
truthful, honest, and good hearted,
And reject those who are petty,
dishonest, and evil.
We stand where
Lightning and thunder meet,
WE STAND WHERE the
horizon meets the earth.
Where weddings are pure and
simple
The picture of perfect happiness.
LIGHT BEYOND LIGHT and
SOUND BEYOND SOUND.
We are THE WATCHERS
REBELLION.
I stand between the candle
And the flame.
Between the stars,
The planets,
And the infinite universe.
Between nothingness and
existence.

A COMING TOGETHER
Continued from page 11

INTERESTED???
COME BY THE TICKER OFFICE (360 PAS ROOM'
1523) BY FRIDAY SEPTEMBER 13, 1996
AND
SPEAK TO IRA HERSCH, JOANNE GUO, OR ANY
OTHER MEMBER OF THE TICKER STAFF OR CALL
212-802-6700/6800.

,
"

By Ira M. Hersch
I stand between the candle
And the flame.
Between the shadow,
And the light.

QUALIFICATIONS:
*HARD WORKING AND MOTIVATED INDIVIDUAL
*GOOD COMMAND OF THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE
*NO EXPERIENCE IN'NEWSPAPERS REQUIRED
*COMPUIER KNOWlEDGE NOT NECESSARY (WILL TRAIN)

QUALIFICATIONS:
*HARD WORKING AND MOTIVATED
*GOOD COMMAND OF ENGLISH LANGUAGE
*NO EXPERIENCE IN
G IS NECESSARY
(BUT IS HELPFUL)
*COMPUTER KNOWLEDGE NOT NECESSARY
(WILL TRAIN ON MS WORD)
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of time I was I.H. Benison
and my rn i rrd was clear. I
stood tall from m.y shadowed corner, proud to be
L'Hc.Berriaori and then I did
something I haven't done
in years. I sang and I
danced all night long with
rny . fellow Jews.
It is a
rnemor-y I will place upon
my other precious memories. A brief period of joy.
And when about a hundred
of us who were still up
watched the sun come up,
I shed a tear, knowing I
mu~t now go back to where
I.H. Benison needs to b e ,
That brings us to Sunday.
Sunday we all had to say
good-bye. Being who I am,
I watched everyone say
good bye to each other
frorn a distance, too unsure
to say good-bye to anyone.
I did however want to say
good-bye to the lady I
spent SOIne of my time
with, but was unable to
find her in the enormous
crowd. Eventually I made
rrry way back to New York,
to the air I have grown accustom to. On the second
bus, of which I was not on,

the girl I wanted to say bye
to got off. I did not expect
this nor plan for it in my
conversation. I took a deep
breath and for one last
time I went to where she
was standing, and said
th'at·1 enjoyed her company and wish her well in
her life in the future. I
know at that point that
this would be the last time
I would ever see of her or
would have a conversation
with ever again. I was
saddened by this fact but
realize it was an honor to
get to know such a person
and that the time I spent
with this person was at the
right time and at the right
place and if we ever did
cross each others paths
again it would never work.
I say this because simply
put it would be at the
wrong place at the wrong
time.
This brings us back
to today. I wrote this article in reflection to t h.e
fact that I found something I thought I lost a
long time ago. A pure love
and a deepened faith of

Judaism. This conference
with my personal experience made me see and
m ade me do what was necessary to once again believe in the spirit of what
it is to be Jewish. Was I
happy I went to the confer.ence? No. Did I get anything out of the conference? Absolutely, I did.
I've rekindled my Jewish
state of mind and maybe,
one day, that arna.Il fta me
will be able to engulf and
light the rest of rny soul.
At the .beginning of
the circle I was a whole,
solid, and complete person.
I can honestly say that after writing this article, I
a rn closer to coming to the
closure of the circle than I
have been in years.

JUSTICE BEYOND JUSTICE,
LIFE BEYOND LIFE,
SIGHT BEYOND SIGHT,
I am simple and
I am just,
I AM THE WATCHER.
Welcome.
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Numer-ology
9217
2046
1135
5834
0937
5854
7190
6233
0075
3596
2345
7931
8829
4866
7337

01184
95712
17921
42009
31597
65088
67305
81776
29593
50249
78931
33011
47293

86508
25037

Note: I aplogize if there are any errors. I'm only human)

6- 8 2 3 5 9 2 1 7 2 6 9 0 7 6 1 9 7 8 ·9

241 5 673 1 3 9 8 7.2 5 4 942 5 3
75740868924439807981
483 693 943 8 701 6 0 835 6 3
3 2 5 2 1 87 3 7 5 4 62 7 4 5 4 7 2 5
8 1 6 4 8 5 0 9 029 7 5 0 3 691 6 8
578 763 2 5 8 1 484 1 9 2 623 4
69695393839295041457
85420246204673869791
o 4 7 3 8 9 709 784 5 623 3 681
760958385653479 1 704 3
27674 9 1 1 7 9 2 1 2 5 865 9 7 5
585 481 743 549 4 0 942 630
1 3 8 602 3 7 2 603 6 2 6 7 7 1 8 4
690 3 7 0 861 2 4 754 125 8 6 7
423 9 5 9 2 3 5 9 8 2 7 9 593 035
87062 3 0 4 840 1 6 8 0 3 691 6
68591786956845.484340
63748505473376252687
7 1 9 6 9 642 8 1 9 4 2 9 3 8 9 725
462 3 4 5 7 9 045 601 2 1 6 3 9 2
098 5 1 2 6 3 1 6 1 753 648 0 8 7
850 769 4 6 5 8 3 949 829 5 9 3
263 420 0 9 7 2 7 5 265 8 4 705

A quick look at how the summer movies of '96 did:
By Manny Rodriguez
Style over substance is the preference every summer but this summer was very different. No, I'm
actually kidding. Once again,
moviegoers shelled out millions of
dollars to watch some ofthe world's
highest paid performers in some of
the most preposterously written
movies ever. I know I had lots of
fun watching them. Here's a quick
look at the biggest hits and flops of
summer '96:
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Correction: A word was misspelled ''WIRED''
instead of WEIRD in the Crossword.
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Jim Carrey is

''The Cable
Guy."

May:
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Distributors brought out their
heavy hitters as early as May 10th,
which was obviously in response to
the threat the Summer Olympic
Games would pose to the box office.
On the 10th, Jan De Bont's
tornado,' would-be·· thriller
'Twister" opened. A monotonous
script and boring characters
couldn't stop this film from grossing over $230 million. Why? Special, very special, effects. I may be
stating the obvious but every year
technology improves and images
on the screen become more realistic looking and sounding. They
affect our impression of a film so
drastically that major plot holes or
weak dialogue can go unnoticed by
the average and experienced moviegoer. It also helps when your
director is an experienced and talented cinematographer.
The other mega hit released
this month was ''Mission: Impossible." The film has grossed over
$300,000,000
worldwide
($175,000,000+ domestically).
Many critics claimed the script was
convoluted but I contend that
they're pretty slow. This film was
a simple spy flick where the enemy
was someone from the inside. Of
all the summer action films, this
one is put together the best. Director Brian De Palma shoots this
film with verve as he uses diverse
angles to build suspense and films
action with visual clarity (unlike
'The Rock"). But really, why was
it so successful? Tom Cruise. I
don't care how lousy he was in
"Interview With The Vampire,"
Cruise is a good actor. His presence is very dominating on screen
and he knows how to convey his
character's emotions well. Plus,
he's a pretty ugly guy.
"Flipper" flopped in this month
also. Maybe because the show

sucked, I don't know. "Spy Hard,"
the Leslie Nielsen comedy grossed a
respectable $26,380,000+ and director Rob Cohen's "Dragonheart"
earned $50,750,000+. Cohen's next
film will be ''Daylight,'' which is due
out this fall with Sylvester Stallone.

million. Disney may have to file
for bankruptcy. Seriously, the film
was well received by most critics
but audiences weren't ready to see
subtexts of genocide and the Oedipal complex that were in "Hunchback." Next time they should pick
happier subject matter as opposed
to 600 page tragedies.
Arnold Schwarzenegger's
"Eraser"
grossed
about
$94,557,000 million as Arnold returned to his no nonsense, kill everybody form. Lastly, Demi Moore
bombed out with "Striptease."
Grossing only $31,000,000, Demi
failed to convince audiences and
critics she was a great performer.
While a truly talented actress,
Demi Moore could benefit from
better selection of roles.

messed up. By altering the script,
adding seriousness and melodrama where unnecessary, and
failing to use Jim Carrey's talents
correctly caused this one to sink.
First of all, Carrey is not horrible
in this film. There are many
flashes of brilliance here.· But
June:
Stiller's use of extreme close-ups,
July:
I believe that Michael Bay can darkness, and bland settings
Americans showed their debe one of the top directors in Holly- causes uncertainty in the audi- pendence by shelling out $96.1
wood today. His outstanding work ence on whether to laugh or cry. million in less than a week to see
in the Martin LawrenceIWill Smith For 2 hours, I didn't know what to an average picture. Outstanding
comedy action ''Bad Boys" is cer- do.
special effects, a good cast which
Conversely, "The Nutty Pro- included Bill Pullman, Jeff
tainly proof. His second feature,
''The Rock," also displayed some fessor" caters to everything sum- Goldblum, and future superstar
great shot selection and fine picture mer audiences crave while at the Will Smith, were some of the reaquality but Bay still is very deficient same time making a decent film. sons "Independence Day" works.
. in following story and creating in- Director Tom Shadyac ("Ace The other is all the right moves
terest in segments of the film where Ventura, Pet Detective") lets Eddie writers Dean Devlin and Roland
there is no action (i.e. gunfights, Murphy do his thing and helps Emmerich pull offwith their script.
explosions, etc.). ''The Rock" has Eddie reaffirm himselfas a super- By throwing in people of different
grossed nearly $130 million because star. Though not as good as the ethnic backgrounds (though I
didn't see any Latinos; I guess the
aliens killed us all), and constant
references to pop culture, audiences found this movie easily relatable.
John Travolta continued his
hot streak with "Phenomenon." A
phenomenally sappy movie, director Jon Turtletaub gets the most
out of one of America's finest actors. "Courage Under Fire," the
Gulf War drama from Edward
Zwick was a real film that fea"'rhe Phantom," starring Billy Zane, was not a hit.
tured another effective and brilof unique shots, exciting action se- Jerry Lewis original, the film is liant performance from Denzel
quences, and great use of color by wholly unique and is sensitive to Washington. Meg Ryan was also
Bay plus the exciting chemistry be- the struggles ofoverweight people. strong and an interesting
tween Sean Connery and Nicholas Lastly, the scenes where Murphy storytelling format (reminiscent of
Cage. Connery is great, period. Cage plays the different members ofhis Ktirosawa's classic "Rashomon")
is almost there, too. Their bickering family at dinner are possibly the make for engagingentertainment.
on screen was fantastic stuffand Ed funniest scenes I've seen in years.
Despite weak box office results,
Harris was also believable in a cli- Ifyou didn't laugh, you were dead: Peter Jackson's ''The Frighteners"
ched role.
Disney's "Pocahontas" was is one of-the summer's greatest
Imagine making nearly $60 mil- considered somewhat ofa letdown treats. The always entertaining
lion and being called a loser. Poor financially, as the film grossed Michael J. Fox is at his best in a
Jim Carrey's 'The Cable Guy" was slightly over $140,000,000. Imag- .
bombed by critics and justifiably so. ine ''The Hunchback of Notre
Continued on page 20
Simply put, director Ben Stiller Dame" struggling to reach $100
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Artisit: The Black Crowes
Album: Three Snakes And
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One Charm. .
Label: American Records
Rating: • • • •
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You won't find It in the SCHEDULE OF CLASSES this semester.

1
1

'You can't REGISTER for it.

You can't even get CREDIT for it.

But it's the most important part of your college career.
Because even if you have a GPA 4.0, if you don't have leadership skills
you won't get that JOB and no MONEY.

.

On The Black Crowes fourth
installment, "Three Snakes and
One.Charm", tliey forsake the
Latin vibe that was tattooed all
over their last CD, "amorica," and
they push forward,. serving up a
brand new slab, of eclectically influenced, southern rock-n-roll.
Whether The Black Crowes delve
into blues, country, soul, or the
good old fashioned hard rock they
are known for, they are constantly
reinventing themselves, turning
old sounds into something fresh
and invigorating.
The first track on the 12 song
CD, "Under A Mountain, " sets up
their new vibe, which is full oflush
acoustic guitars, wonderful vocal
harmonies courtesy ofthe brothers
Robinson (Rich, on backingvox and
guitar, Chris' singing lead), and
some down home slide guitar work
from Marc Ford. "Bring On, Bring
On" is another one of the great
works on their new vibe. The
brothers sing so sweetly on this
tune that its bound to tug at your
heart strings, But don't count on
The Black Crowes to stick with any
one style for too long on "Three
Snakes and One Charm." They
jump from acoustic psychedelia to

some Sly and The Family Stone
inflected funk on "(OnlyJ Halfway
to Everywhere." This track.shines
with- guest 'vocals from-Gary
"Mudbine"Cooper arid GaryShider
of the P-funk All Stars, and horns
from the Dirty Dozen. The first
single "Good Friday" is yet another
turn in another direction with its
slow bluesy feel, and it southern
gospel inspired vocals.
Even though ''Three Snakes
and One Charm" has lots or rich
layers for the most discerning ears

So how. do. you .get it?
Stand up and get Involvedl}!
Invest in your future!!!

JOIN...

Day Session'
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Artist: De La Soul
Album: Stakes Is High
Label: Tommy ~
Rating:• • •~O
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Contact DSSG now until 9/19/96 if you're interested in joining student government.
Call us at (212) 802-6790 or "stop by our office in room 1531 of the 360 PAS building.
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to dissect, all the musicians come . Artist: Deborah Cox
together beautifully on this album
Single: Where do we go from
showcasing some ofthe best tunes
here
the Crowes have written in years.
Label: Arista
Johnny Colt on bass knows how to
ting: •
hold the groove, and yet throw in
some great melodies to accomThe real reason that whole musipany, guitarists Rich Robinson, cal genres sutTer is because the artand Marc Ford. Steve Gorman is a ists in that field become clones of
superb, powerhouse drummer, and the top hit makers. Enter Deborah
Eddie Hawsrych, interjects his Cox's single, "Where do we go from
sweet brand of piano playing just here. n Copying the lead fromplatiabout everywhere. This rich brand Dum hit maker Whitney Houston,
ofsongwritingcan be heard on the Deborah Cox has a single that is
track "Blackberry, " with is change fast becominga top requested single
from retro psychedelia, to classic on The Box. Deborah Cox, in order'
funk. ."Let Me Share The Ride" has to pull ofher heist and successfully
lots of The Black Crowes' south- copy the hitmaking formula of the
ern roots shining throughout and devilish divas Whitney Houston and
more nice hom work from The Mariah Carey must first realize
Dirty Dozen.
And lastly the elements that make them sell"Nebakanezer" with its gritty, out- I think I meant sell. They go
bump-and-grmd backbeat, and platinumbecause they arouse those
."One Mirror Too Many" are going elements that are most sappy and
to be sure fire, classic rock and roll fake about romance. Deborah Cox
tunes.
thus starts out her song with the
However its not to say that same piano arrangement as
this CD is not without flaws. "Girl WhitneyHouston would. Deborah's
From a Pawnshop" plods along too producer Vincent Herbert is very
slowlyfor too long, and "How Much smart here. He knows that by liftFor Your Wings, " while fitting the ing the same piano arrangement
CD's title with its "swarmy music" that is soeommon in Whitney's hits
sound, misses the mark due to its he completes his first mission with
cluttered arrangement. "Better an added bonus. Along with 'atWhen You'reAlone"isjust too com- tracting those R&D listeners who
mercial, and ~vil Eye" is another thirst for falsely composed romansneozer. But you got to give the tic ooze, he also captures those lisboys credit because their musi- teners that are Whitney fans. The
cianship is top notch everywhere next step is for Deborah to slowly
on this CD.
lullaby her way into the track as
Its great to see rock back in its would Mariah Carey. "Who is this
true form, that form being The excellent singer?"the listeningsub. BtackOrowes; They ate .musi- jeet. must' reply." Deborah's
ciansin love with music, and they lyrics(written by Lascelles
continue to pound out solid, di- Stephens and Cox) immediately
verse, sounding albums, that ex- must dive into "When you're in
periment enough to keep things love..." The subject will thus relate
interesting, but not too much to as all those in love will answer
keep hard core fans wanting more. ''Yes,'' while those that aren't will
Pick this one up from your local at once be sent into a dream state.
record store and you are sure to be Those in the dream state will buy
"charmed."
the single that day and continue to
take hits from this most potent R&B
-Anthony Gregory

straightforward, simple lyrics.
This analyzation by these critics
and the public are ignorant perceptions of De La Soul's personas
What is the key to longevity? In '- and image. A deeper listen to
"Stakes is High n shows that De La
order to answer this one needs to
Soul has not only kept all of their
see who has longevity. The MC
bravado in takingon controversial
with the most longevity and suctopics and wack MCs, but also have
cess with the real hip hop audience has been KRS-One. One of gotten better doing It. Their first
two albums("3 Feet High and Risthe reasons KRS-1 has this sucing " and "De La Soul is Dead")
cess is his constant maturing on
used skits, unique sampling and
each album. The edutainment
very abstract lyrics to make deep
vibe that KRS-1 has molded himpoints. This gave them a wide
self into was not achieved on his
audience which mistakenly saw
first work, "Criminal Minded. "
them as just a bunch of fun loving
Despite it being a classic, "CrimiNegro hippies to non-hip hop fans.
nat Minded" focused heavily on
They soon abandoned the overstreet tales alongwith intelligent,
abundance of skits on Buhloone
battle rhymes. Into his third and
Mind State and expressed much of
fourth album he then truly took
their views lyrically on tracks.
on the persona fully of being the
They still had a large preponderTeacher. De La Soul's fourth alance of their themes expressed in
bum, "Stakes is High," shows a
abstract wordplay. "Stakes is High
maturity achieved classically.
" completes their maturity proMany rap critics, who talk about
cess. Posdonous and ·Trugoy have
it but haven't lived it were upset,
become MCswhose lyrics reflect
feeling that De La Soul strayed
their lives as responsible adults
away from what they called a "hip
who revolutionize lyricism stating
hop hippie" style, in exchange for
the obvious ingeniously sura more credible street sound with

rounded by their usual tight production.. Lyrically De La Soul has
the surprisingability to bethe most
deepest, militant MCs with no one
really noticing. There are 16 complete songs filled With lyrics that
cover all topics in depth from
women, wack MCs, the business of
music, and freestyle rhymes. They
truly show talents they never fully
tapped into on other works. Highlights include Posdonous' and
Trugoy's solo joints ("Wonce Again
Long Island," "itzsotoeezee/Hot),"
respectively), 'ThaBizness"featuring Common' Sense, "Down Syndrome" and "Stakes Is High. " Guest
MCs Mos Defand Truth Enola both
debut and represent nicely."While
most MCs turn weak and are not as
militant and vocal against the oppressive factors and beings in society they are the complete opposite.
They show the need to combine
work ethic and responsibility with
talent in order to strive and maintain successfully. They don't sound
corny because they aren't afraid to
attack the "champagne sipping
money fakers" that tell us money is
what matters but fail to tell us that

c:r
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drug single. Those who are not in
the dream state are still amazed.
that a Black woman can actually
singlike Mariah(I think she's Black
too~ and continue to listen: They
continue to listen to this purposely
unoriginal tale of what happens
when the possibility oflovers being
forced,through bad times, to become friends. Soon Lascelles and
Deborah realize that the subjects
are obviously overcome by their
emotions so the lyrics soon fade
awayintorepetition. Deborah then
counteracts and throws combinations of Whitney and Mariah's infamous wailing. This combined
with the elevation of the track to
its calculated climax uncontrollably cause the subject to secrete
.moisture from their eyes. By the
end ofthe track if Deborah and her
team of heistmasters have done
good work, they will have the subject in sheddingtears. Theytranee
fingally causes the pop listener into
buying the single or continuously,
"at an unhealthy rate, requesting
the video on The Box.
-Edward Rodriguez
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to keep it you need to work hard
and not sellout. De La Soul sees
the importance in calling out sellouts in order to differentiate between their constant innovation
and countless gimmicks that we
are bombarded with. As in all their
other LPs their production is excellently crafted for them and their
varying themes.
The key to production sucess is
sampling a variety of music and
having it all blend together for a
, unique track. Combiningextracted
pieces of music to make a cohesive
hip hop instrumental is very difficult and mastered by De La Soul,
Also,unlike their previous works,
the production varies between fast, .
mid-tempo; and slower. beats allowing Pos and Dove to show varying flows and styles not heard before. This album, De La Soul's best
work., released in a time ofsellouts
and commercialization, will not be
recognized as a classic at least until the release of their next album.
. -Edward Rodriguez
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Fishbone
Album: Chim. Chim's Badass
Revenge
Label: Rowdy

Ratin~OO

On Fishbone's latest CO, "Chim
v
Chim's Badass Revenge", the spoCD
ken word track "Intro", says to the
listener, "If you try you will catch
~ on." Try as much as you can but
CD
sadly you'll probably find yourself
en
saying that there isn't much to
catch on to here.
While "Chim Chim's...." is a return to Fishbone's ska and funk
roots, it is certainly not a trip back
in time to their glory days of albums like their self titled EP
"Fishbone", "In Your Face", or
'Truth and Soul". Hits like "Party
at Ground Zero," "Cholly," and
"Bonin' In The Bone Yard" with
their psychotic abundance of energy, and fun, are just nowhere to
be found on this album. While
there are some tunes on "Chim
Chim's..." like "In The Cube," and
"Sourpuss" that are classic
Fishbone and draw upon what the
band has classified as their ''nutmeg" sound, there are too many
silly skate punk songs like
"Beergut" and the 57 second long
"Riot." "Alcoholic" is probably the
closest they come to being themselves but most of the album just
isn't what Fishbone was. They do
push forward though in a brand
new direction on the track "Psychologically Overcast" that takes a
"soul-n-roll" turn into a rap break,
but as for anything else new or
original to find on the CD, there is
just none to be found.
It's really a shame because
Fishbone was ready for the bigtime
whent'In Your Face" was released
in 1986: But ten years of getting
jerked around by their former

E

record label, Columbia, led the-band
to search for greener pastures with
Rowdy Records (a division of
Arista). The band knows that stagnation gets you nowhere so they
channeled their energies into the
metaphorical monkey known as
"Chim Chim" that graces the newest CD's cover. As Phil D. Fish, the
bands drummer Says from the biography at their website (http://
www.aristarec.com), "Chim Chim
more or less represents the pivotal
individual that gets played to the
background. He never seems to
get more than a pat on the head or
a laugh, but Chim Chim is coming
into his own identity and starting
to see his self worth." Fishbone
knows all too well what being in
the background is like and here
and now in 1996 is their golden
opportunity to jump on the ska
revival bandwagon. But this album will just cause that wagon to
roll bye them. There is no questioning that the musicianship is
there, and they are loaded with
imagination and creativity, but
theyjust aren't writing good enough
tunes. God willing they will come
into their own creative worth and
take what has been a back to roots
expansion on "Chim Chim's Badass
Revenge" and push forward with
some better tunes next time.
-Anthony Gregory

The Ticker needs
writers ofmusic
reviews, movie
reviews, articles
and creative
literature. NO
EXPERIENCE
NECESSARY. Call
Manny or Anthony
at 802 - 6800 now.
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ffip-:aop Editorial By Edward 'Rodriguez
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One of the contradictions in hip
hop is the reality of the drug deal- L::::;===:=;:::::::======::;;;;;;;;:;;;;;;;;;;;;;:;;;;;;;;;;;;;:;;;;;;;;;~
ing rapper. They speak with remorse regarding then- past lives
yet must, in order to be a true tency. At this stage he should try
storytellerofreality, admit the ben- ' to keep as many hip hop elements
efits, luxury, and glory that comes as he can. Jay-Z has considerable
with drug dealing. It seems hypo- talent yet what should have been
critical at times because they may one song on money, drugs and
tell you who,they had to kill and hustlin' ("Dead Presidents 2 )
express sorrow and then rap that becomes an album filled with unthey'll kill your whole family in one believable tales of boring violence
fell swoop. However, serious looks and drug tales. He crosses the line
at the different ways of rhyming between realistic contradiction to
and MCing show that many are hypocrisy on "Can I Live" when he
freestylingwith the mentality they says that he hustles out of a sense
live with. Today, it is hard to of hopelessness and desperation
differentiate between the hypocriti- and thus has become addicted.
cal rapper out for riches and the However, he basks in the ignorant
contradictory MC who speaks on bliss of addiction, on every single
abused topics with new creativity track. Instead offreestyling about
in order to enlighten. Jay-Z rates his lyrical prowess as he once did
among the best of the hypocritical he now freestyles about his trigger's
rappers. Jay-Z is a former tongue- prowess and is another cliche in
rolling, weak punchlining, strug- the rap game. One ofhis key flows
gling rapper and is now,on "Rea- consist of trying to rap conversasonable Doubt "a gun-slinging, tionallyabout his hustling life. This
hoe-hating, drug-slanging, killer. doesn't work because he reiterates
A transformation that is best heard the same themes that the last ten
with his mentor Biggie Smalls on gangster movies have. His produc"Brooklyn's Finest." They, to- tion is overly simplistic because of
gether, continue the trend of pick- the played out samples (Isaac
ing different Latin American na- Hayes-"Look of LOve", and the
tionalities to steal keys and dough Whole Darn Family- "Seven Minfrom: "Peruvians tried to do me In. utes Of Funk") and weakly comI ain't paid themyet." The Scarface posed breakbeats that are more
movie starts from the first track suited for Mary J. Blige. This alwith stupid skits with a gringo bum is exactly what messes up hip
pretending to be Latino(like AI hop by exploiting the trials and
Pacino) killing everything in sight. tribulations of the ghetto using
Followingeach stupid skit are J ay- American dreams (money and
Z's" I'm, rich you're not " rhymes, hoes),'cliched tough guy gangsta
and promises of not telling any-' talk and overused music.
more rhymes about his lyrical po-Edward Rodriguez

''Nothing make a man feel better
than a woman...1 got mad love to

. ... "
give

Method
Man - " All I Need"
'To my brothers in the belly of
the beast. Raida Ruckus, we friends
'till the end and back again, baby.
One Love..."
Method
Man - "What the Blood Clot
The most difficult thing for a
Latino or Black heterosexual man,
or any heterosexual, man to explain to anyone in the 90's is that
he isn't gay. It seems that every
small idiosyncracy, fault or guilt
that hemay have reveals his extreme gayness and/or his
homoerotic tendencies. It is extremely complicated for heterosexual men to have feelings that
are emotional or of any profound
significance expressed without hiding it in machismo. This is espe. cially characteristic of Latino men
, who love women but can't show it,
~,nd can never show deep emotion
for any male that is not their father.
Today, many gay men, as they
are an oppressed minority, have
taken, on many occasions, the selfsatisfying need to reinterpret, over
analyze and reconfigurate every
action performed by man as hav-

ing homoerotic tendencies. This is
a very controversial topic and as
most men are already mentally
weak rand -insecure "about their
sexuality there definitely should
be proper explanations and legitimate proof behind these accusations.
Recently, The Village Voice,
published an article by Tour'e
(Hiphop's Closet: A Fanzine Ar-

Lone Starspotting

tide Touches a Nerve; August 27,
1996) that ignorantly assumed that
hip hop culture was filled with
homoerotic tendencies. With the
counterattack of stating that all
those in disagreement must be gay,
Tour'e proceeded to point out what
he wished ,was gay about hip hop
culture with extremely ignorant
assumptions.
Tour'e contends that because
hip hop's ''very public celebration
ofintense Black male to Black male
love," their must be a deep
. homoerotic element. It is true that
most every MC professes a deep
love for their brothers. Tour'e thus
continues to say that because rap
is
filled
with
so
much
homophobia(which is true) it must
be a mask for gayness. Tour'e says
that even when women are the
subject, it really is about men
"pussy getting" and the dominance
of the penis. He proceeds to cite
gayness in hip hop from the "_egalia of Grandmaster Flash and the
Furious Five," capturing the vibe
of the "gay disco era," the slamdancing, "ultra masculine Onyx,"
with their "hardcore slm", and
Wutang Clan's homoerotic torture
scenarios on their debut album.
Tour'e even twists Raekwon's
explanation of the familial qualities of the Wutang Clan("We
learned to be the father of each
other") as just one of the many-all
male crews that exclude women
which is reminiscent of the higher
culture of -AnCient, Greece'.' His
ancient Greece comparison is taken
further as he likens rap crews like
Wutang, Def Squad, Mobb Deep,
and
the
Gangstarr
Foundation(which consists of female, Bahamadia) to the homosexual fighting armies that fought

with a great passion because of
their love for each other.
Tour'e's reasoning would be
, correct but he falters greatly. While
his thoughtless accusations are
blindly stated as fact, he fails to
truly understand the word love.
There is an outright celebration of
love between men but what does
,that mean?The truth is that love
is a broad term and should not be
defined as only to the sex that you
are attracted to. Love encompasses
many things and includes love in
many forms. A heterosexual man
does not only love in one way. He
can love a woman sexually and still
have love for his fellow brothers.
This is something true of all human beings. If Tour'e's reasoning
is correct, then all gay men who
have a love for a woman ina strong,
affectionate way must really be
heterosexual.
In hip hop culture, the love for
the brothers in your crew is exactly
that. They are your brothers and
in the ghetto, where true friends
are scarce and survival is hard at
best, there is a love that is brotherly achieved between men that
are not really blood related. However, this love is the same as brothers in a strong family setting.
Tour'e exploits quotes from
Raekwon that express a deep brotherhood and fatherhood for other
men as admissions of gayness and
definite traces of homoerotic tendencies.
'Hip hop's extremehomophobia, '
on the other hand, may be a mask
for gayness for some but not for the
whole realm, of hip hop. The relationship between man and woman
in hip hop culture and thus people
of color is very complex and deeply
rooted in machismo. Especially for

the Latino male, machismo has
been ingrained for centuries, and
resulted in the oppression ofwomen
by men. Hip hop music reflects the
beliefs, including those that are
wrong, that are prevalent in the
ghetto. Many men, including male
MCs, feel the need to boost their
prowess and supposed superiority
over women by speakingofthem as
mere 'prizes. Yes, the Ancient
Greeks treated them as mereprizes
also, but the difference is that they
never expressed their lust and love
for women at the same time. Mes,
as well as most men have fears of
being gay, but men's female bashing and homophobia truly represent their insecurity in their individual self. Rap's constant love/
hate feelings for women show a
struggle to love and also be superior at the same time. It is ignorant to introduce homoerotic tendencies as the sole reason for hip
hop's homophobia when it has
deeper roots in the consistent oppression of women and the insecurity of the average man. As far as
the cited gayness ofparticular rappers, I cannot say whether they are
or not because I do not know them.
However, it is completely wrong
and absolute slander to say that
they are gay. It is unfair to label
someone as anything without
proper proof and Tour'e's card is
therefore pulled for 'it. Humans
have' an infinite variety of strong .
emotions. It is impossible to infer
that the lovemen have for' each
other is the same as they have for
women. Anyone who does such
simplifies humans to a subhuman
status.

Lone Starspotting

Continued from Page 17

film but it's just too sad. More
comedy would have helped it. N ev.very humorous horror film. Again,
ertheless, Williams' performance
great special effects help. Jackie
is another reason why he may be
Chan's "Supercop," Michael
Hollywood's most versatile actor.
Keaton's "Multiplicity," "Kingpin,"
The long awaited sequel to the
"Fled" and the children's movie
cult classic "Escape From New
''Harriet the Spy" all made around
York" opened to weak numbers as
$15 to $25 million in this month.
"Jack" and "A Time To Kill" beat it
John Grisham's "A Time To
at the box office on its opening
Kill" opened during the Olympics
weekend. Nevertheless, "John
but has done very well. Grossing.
Carpenter's Escape From LA" is
over $60 million already, the film .
an extremely fun and well profeatures an outstandingeast led by
duced film. Despite lulls in the
newcomer MatthewMcConaughey.
Yes, he really is as good ~ the hype tial.
and Morgan Freeman in it. Even film due to a somewhat weak
because this m~ is practieally
Lastly, Shaquille O'Neal COD- the'sOme where Keanu must out screenplay, Kurt Bussen's SDake
unbe8rablewithoutbisc:barismatic tinues to sell out and make eDteI'- raee an explosion 0Jl his motor- ' Plissken is an exttemelYfun movie
and 'reserved performanee. As ~Pnetuet.bellbe_h.mecJ cycle baS ·no OJ"iIiDalily'because it charaeter., I say movie eharader.
usual, Grisham material ~ filled oflaterin his life. The l"'ently: bears a strikinc. re.mblenee to beeauee DO one aim can be 100
with gaping plot boles and ")(auam.- lait good? Doyoq care? the c:lauie tram, _ _ in -rhe Fu- percent lib Snake. Tbat.~a reaI1y
iDdiserepaneiea' and -A Time
gitive.. Tbeecripea ~ " i. what·s 80 ~ ~t uu.~D;lovie.
Kill- is
different. The way the
also,lame aDd x-nu is given al- AIaO. production andaetdnign are
MlM'i.
trial in tJUs>;'film ends is nearly
Keanu Reeves returned in an- most Dothing to say (some people iDcredible aIongwith gleat special
unbelievable and every time there's other lM$ioD with Andrew Davis' would eaH diat a positive" how- efl'eets. The aeene where Snake
a lull in the film, director Joel (-:I'he FUcitive") -chain Reaction.- ever)'--Bottom line: rent -rite Fu- surfs with Peter Fonda is fan~ie
Sehumaeher 'decides he "needs The problem with this movie is gitive~ instead.
looking. This movie, while Doi a
some Klan down here," and uses that I already saw "The Fugitive."
Francis Ford Coppola returns great film, is lots of fun and defiviolence as a filler. It doesn't work. The premise, format of the script, with a comedy in the Robin Will- nitely worth $8.50.
Grisham's work, at its best, brings numerous shots, pacing, and even iams vehicle, "Jack." Despite poor
Danny DeVito's directorial deup hard issues and controversies some of the actors are from the reviews, the film opened at numcontinued on page 21
but when they are translated to 1994 Harrison Ford hit. Davis cop- ber 1 on its first weekend ($11.1 +
film, they never reach their poten- ied his own work and put Reeves million). This is a truly endearing
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continued from page 20

but, "Matilda" has grossed respectable numbers in a short time, while
"Emma" starring the. enormously
talented Gwyneth Paltrow, has
received a fine response from critics. Speaking of criticism, ~vin
Costner has gotten in good favor
with critics and audiences alike
with his new romantic comedy, ''Tin
Cup." The golf scenes in this movie
are filmed lovely by Ron Shelton
but who wants to see golf in a
movie anyway. Going to another
sport, ''The,Fan" focuses on the
obsession a baseball fan' (Robert
DeNiro) has with his favorite baseball player (Wesley Snipes). Again,
the baseball scenes are shot well
by Tony Scott; but there are a few
mistakes which are baseball related. As a' whole, the' movie is
predictable and subsequently unexciting.
',' '
The Best;
,•.
The last two weekends in August technically counts, for, summer but it really is over so I won't
bother discussing these pictures. I

To

....... <"' ..

~

Kurt Russell in the visually 8tu.miing"John Carpenter's
Escape From L.A."

would like to discuss, in brevity,
the-most critically acclaimed and
best pictures-of the summer, ''Lone
Star" and't'Trainspotting,"
"Lone Star," written and directed' by Ihdependent filmmaker
John Sayles{is sharp to say the
Ieast.. The-':£tt;ory revolves around
the recove~the dead body of a
notorious sheriff in a small Texas
town. As the current sheriff tries
to discover the truth,' the past is
brought up again as the murder
case brings up old issues and adds
fire to new ones. Sayles involves
all inhabitants of the town, includ-

o·
A
CD
..,

Robert 'De Niro-in "rile

Fan."
ing the Mexicans and Blecks, and
shows his diversity and, talent for 'make this a winner. Every time
Writing. -~e 'sctiPt:"is- well'bal.. 'the film gets too dark, a blast of
anced-intelffgent.nnd portrays all .humor is' injected. 'This helps 'us
races in a Positive manner. A tri- ~deal with the' seriousness of the
umph in storytelling, movie maksubject: matter' yet: never' lets us
ing, and the presentation of mi- "underestimate its, power, The
norities on screen. ',-7 ,,:. ,
story' is told :by Benton.played by
-,:' Finally,my choice as the best ':Ewah McGregOr. McGregorbrings
film ofthe summer is DannyBoyle's
home his character's disdain for a
tale of five heroin' addicts in
real life and zany yearning for
Edinburgh,
Scotland, "pleasuee and 'nothing more ex''Trainspotting.'' Creative direettremely effectively. Without the
ing tricks, a hilarious yet realistic
wide range of his abilities in this
script, a wide range of characters,
movie, "Trainspotting"would only
and wonderful actingperformances
be ' good. Instead, it's great.
Clearly, substance and style.
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September 4, 1996

State Of The Statesmen:
Baruch College's Fall/Winter Sports
By Joseph M. Maldarelli

r-

Welcome back, or to those incoming students, welcome to The Ticker's Sports Page. This year is going to be different
from previous years in that the Sports Page is going to follow The Statesmen as they take on opponents within CUNY
Athletics. Baruch is a Division III school, and this Fall is fielding six teams. Four of those teams are Women's including
Volleyball (26-6 last year), Tennis (4-9), X-Country (2nd Place in the Hudson Valley Championships), and finally Basketball
(6-11). The Men's Basketball Team (17-10) are back, as also the Soccer Team after a one year absence from the schedule.
Speaking of schedules, below are listed the non-basketball teams 1996/97 schedules. The basketball teams schedules will
be printed in our next issue. Though the paper comes out bi-monthly, we will try to keep everyone abreast of how our
Statesmen are doing in their perspective sports by posting the standings ofeach team. We will also run features on student/
athletes, getting their views on academic
and athletic life.
(Bold Denotes Home Games)
o

WOMEN'S X-COUNTRY
Date
Opponent
SEPT. 13/14 Lebanon Valley Invitational

OCT.

WOMEN'S TENNIS
Time
T.B.A
11:00
11:00
11:00
11:00

22
29
6
13

C.C.N.Y./john jay
C.C.N.Y./York/Brooklyn
C.C.N.Y./Mount St. Vincent
C.C.N.Y./Medgar Evers
(Stevens Invitational)
CUNYAC CHAMPIONSHIPS
T.B.A.
Hudson Valley Championships
T.B.A.

20
26

Head Coach: Bill Eng
Track: Van Cortland Park
Bronx,N.Y.

Date
SEPT. 18
20
21

25
27
28
OCT. 2
4
5
7

9
10

12
14
16
18
21
24
26
31
NOV. 3

Opponent
BROOKLYN
SUNY Old Westbury
Mount St. Mary
HUNTER
Marymount
Kean
MEDGAR EVERS
YORK
Mount St. Vincent
College of S.1.
USMMA
College of New Rochele
MONTCLAIR STATE
MANHATTANVILLE
Lehman
William Patterson
JOHN JAY
C.C.N.Y.
HVWAC Championships
Polytech(Farmingdale)
CUNY Championships

Time
7:00
7:00
12:00
7:00
7:00
12:00
7:00
7:00
12:00
7:00
7:00
7:00
12:00
7:00
7:00
7:00
7:00
6:30
T.B.A.
7:00 (7)
T.B.A.

Head Coach: Ivy Ching-Yuen
Home Court: 6th Floor Gym
17 Lexington (23rd Str.)

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

:
•
•
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The Ticker Sport Page is currently looking for anyone :
interested in writing about any of the Baruch Statesmen.
Teams. Please contact the Sports Editor at (212) 802•
6800 if you would like to contribute 'a piece.
:

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Date
Opponent
Time
SEPT. 19
john jay
3:30
20 LEHMAN COLLEGE
3:30
27 COLLEGE OFS.I.
3:30
28 MANHATTANVILLE
12:00
OCT. 2 MOUNT ST.MARY
4:00
4 Brooklyn College
4:00
5
C.C.N.Y.
12:00
7 SUNY OLD WESTBURY 4:00
10 COLLEGE OF NEW ROCHELLE
3:30
IIMARYMOUNT
4:00
12
SUNY Purchase
11 :00
14
Sarah Lawarence
3:30
15
Hunter College
3:30
17
MOUNT ST. VINCENT 4:00
19 Hudson Valley Tournament
T.B.A.
26
CUNYAC Tournament
T.B.A.
Head Coach: Florin Giuglescu

r

Home Court: National Tennis Center
Flushing Meadows, Queens
IS

Date
SEPT. 21

Opponent
SUNY Maritime
MEDGAR EVERS
25
ST. joseph's (L.I.)
28
OCT. 1
WEBB INSTITUTE
College of S.1.
5
Pratt Institute
9
12
Lehman College
14
HUNTER COLLEGE
19
C.C.N.Y.
21 SUNY OLD WESTBURY
26
York College
30
JOhn jay
NOV. 1-3 Hudson Valley Men's
Athletic Conference
Soccer Tournament
4/6/9 CUNY Tournament

Time
11:00
3:30
4:00
4:30
12:00
7:00
12:00
4:00
1:00
4:00
12:00
12:00
T.B.A.
T.B.A.

Coach: Barrington Fowler
Home Pitch: Riverbank State Park
137th Str.& Riverside Dr. N.Y.
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